
Mark schemes

(a)     1.      Protein synthesis and cell wall synthesis and cell expansion
         stop at −0.7 / at a higher water potential than other two;

If all 3 are correctly identified in marking point 1, accept ‘the others /
the other two’ in marking point 2, and vice versa

2.      Photosynthesis and stomatal opening stop at -1.5 / at a lower water potential
than other three;

Correct processes must be named in at least one of marking point 1
or marking point 2

Where reference to water potential differences are made, they must
be comparative, eg ‘higher’

2

1

(b)     1.      Stomata allow uptake of carbon dioxide;

2.      Carbon dioxide used in / required for photosynthesis;
2

(c)     1.      Growth involves cell division / cell expansion / increase in mass;

Marking point 1 is for the principle

2.      Protein synthesis stops so no enzymes / no membrane proteins / no named
protein (for growth / division);

Marking points 2, 3 and 4 require appreciation of ‘why’ before credit
can be awarded

‘named’ protein must relate to proteins involved in growth or cell
division

3.      Cell wall synthesis stops so no new cells can be made;

Full credit is possible without a statement of the principle
(marking point 1)

4.      No cell expansion / increase in mass because (cells) stop taking up water;
3 max

[7]
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1.      (Drink) contains carbohydrates / sugars so High GI / (drink) contains carbohydrates /
sugars so raises blood glucose concentration quickly;

Each alternative requires both aspects for credit

The second alternative requires a reference to speed eg ‘quickly’ or
‘immediately’

2.      Contains salt so glucose more rapidly absorbed;

3.      Increases glucose to muscles for respiration;

4.      More / faster respiration so more / faster energy release;

Reject reference to energy production

Accept more ATP produced
[3]

2

(a)     
 

    Glycolysis Link reaction Krebs cycle

 
Occurs in
mitochondria

√ √

 
Carbon
dioxide
produced

√ √

  NAD is
reduced

√ √ √

Mark horizontally
3

3

(b)     (i)      1.      Glucose is used / broken down during glycolysis / in cytoplasm;

1. Accept: glucose to pyruvate or glucose not converted to pyruvate
for one mark

2.      Glucose cannot cross mitochondrial membrane(s) / pyruvate can cross
mitochondrial membrane(s);

2

(ii)     1.      Is a competitive inhibitor / attaches to active site;

1 Accept: inhibitor / malonate attaches to active site to form an
enzyme-substrate complex

2.      Reduces / prevents enzyme-substrate / E-S complex forming;

2 Accept: substrate / succinate cannot bind to enzyme

2 Accept mark point 2, but not mp1 in context of non-competitive
inhibition

2
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(iii)    1.      Krebs cycle inhibited as NAD / Coenzyme / FAD not / less reduced;

2.      Hydrogens not passed to ETC therefore oxygen not used as (much as a)
final / terminal (electron) acceptor;

2
[9]

(a)     (i)    So it / CO2 is not a limiting factor (on growth / photosynthesis);

Accept: CO2 is a limiting factor
1

4

(ii)     So any difference is due to iron (deficiency);

Accept: iron is the variable
1

(iii)    Amount of triose phosphate / TP will be similar / same / low (at start);

Accept: to allow triose phosphate to stabilise / become constant

Reject: so all triose phosphate is used up

Reject: so no triose phosphate
1

(b)     1.      (Less) ATP produced;

Accept: alternatives for reduced NADP ie NADP with hydrogen / s
attached

2.      (Less) reduced NADP produced;

3.      ATP / reduced NADP produced during light-dependent reaction;

4.      (Less) GP to triose phosphate / TP;
4

(c)     1.      Less triose phosphate converted to RuBP;

Accept: less triose phosphate so less RuBP

2.      CO2 combines with RuBP;
2

[9]

1.      Growth of algae / surface plants / algal bloom blocks light;

2.      Reduced / no photosynthesis so (submerged) plants die;

3.      Saprobiotic (microorganisms / bacteria);

3. Accept: Saprobiont / saprophyte / saprotroph

3. Neutral: decomposer

4.      Aerobically respire / use oxygen in respiration;

5.      Less oxygen for fish to respire / aerobic organisms die;
[5]

5
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(a)     1.      No effect at 25°C

The question only refers to plants with GB

1. Reject same mass

2.      Keeps growing at 30°C and 35°C / up to 35°C (more than without GB);

3.      Above 35°C, falls but grows more than plant without GB;

3. Accept at all temperatures above 25°C more growth than without
GB

2 max

6

(b)     (i)      Significantly different / SEs do not overlap ;

Accept converse without GB
1

(ii)     (As temperature increases,)

1.      Enzyme activity reduced / (some) enzymes denatured;

2.      Less photosynthesis, so fewer sugars formed;

3.      Less respiration / less energy / ATP for growth;

4.      Less energy for named function associated with growth

4. Eg mitosis, uptake of mineral ions
4

(c)     1.      (Rubisco activase attaches to thylakoid and) this changes shape / tertiary
structure (of enzyme) / blocks active site / changes active site;

Note - question states enzyme stops working when it attaches to
thylakoid, not before

1. Accept rubisco in this context

2.      (This) prevents substrate / RuBP entering active site / binding;

2. Accept prevents ES complex forming

2. Accept no longer complementary to substrate / RuBP
2

(d)     1.      GB prevents / reduces binding of rubiscoactivase to (thylakoid membrane);

1. Accept enzyme instead of rubiscoactivase. Accept rubisco

2.      (Prevents it) up to 35°C;

3.      (So) rubiscoactivase / enzyme remains active;

4.      (So) photosynthesis / light-independent stage still happens;

4. Accept descriptions of light-independent stage

5.      Above 35°C, some binding still occurs but less than without GB, so less
reduction in growth;

4 max
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(e)     1.      Looked for information / journals, on crop plants that grow at high temperatures;

1. “other research” is minimum accepted

1. Accept previous experiments research with temperature resistant
crops

Ignore simple references to looking at previous studies / other
plants - need to relate to this context

2.      (Crop plants cited in this research) contain / make GB;

3.      So assumed making plants produce GB makes them resistant to high
temperatures;

2 max
[15]
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1.P    Pathogens and effects on host

2.T    Taxonomy

2.C    Classification and evolution.

2.I      Inheritance and evolution

2.Gc  Genetic code, universal

2.B     Behaviour

2.Ev   Populations and evolution, variation between individuals within a species

3.BP  Relationships within ecosystems − eg predator / prey

3.E     Energy transfer in ecosystems

3.N    Nutrient cycles, the organisms involved

3.S    Succession, biodiversity, species and individuals in a community

4.H    Human impacts on the environment and its effect on relationships between
organisms − including farming

4.Gt   Gene technology and GMO and selective breeding

4.Ar    Antibiotic resistance

Examiners are free to select other letters if they wish

The emphasis in answers should be on the relationships and
interactions between organisms not just the topics themselves

Breadth, one mark for use of an example from each of the following
approaches − 3 max:

1. Pathogen and host

2. Evolution (related topics)

3. Ecological

4. Human intervention in relationships
[25]

7

(a)     1.     Peaks at 420-430 and 660-670;

2.      No absorption of light between approximately 500 and 600;

3.      Highest peak at 420-430;
2 max

8
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(b)     1.     Less (light) energy passes through leaves / reaches ground;

2.      Smaller range of wavelengths passes through leaves;

Accept reference to only green (and yellow) light pass through

3.      Little light for chlorophyll to absorb;

Accept carotenoids can absorb this light

4.      So insufficient photosynthesis (for growth);

Sufficient photosynthesis for plants with carotenoids

5.      Photosynthesis unlikely to exceed respiration;
3 max

(c)     1.     Light not limiting / lots of light (as no shading);

2.     Light-dependent reaction not limiting / fast;

OR

3.     Temperature not limiting / Warm (as no shading);

4.     Fast reactions of enzymes in light-independent reaction;

OR

5.     High use of CO2;

6.     Light-independent reaction is limiting;

Mark as a pair
2

[7]

(a)     1.      Bar chart;

2.      Error bars to represent standard deviation (of mean);

3.      Photosynthetic pigment on x axis and mass of pigment on y axis;

Accept suitable sketch
2 max

9

(b)     1.      Number leaves on the branch;

2.      Use random number table / calculator / pick numbers from bag to determine
which leaf to pick;

Accept use of random number generator

OR

3.      Collect large number of leaves;

4.      Pick out of bag with some idea of randomness;
2
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(c)     No (no mark)

1.      No stats test carried out;

2.      Standard error / 95% confidence interval calculation identified;

If awarded, student scores 2 marks – for points 1 and 2

Yes (no mark)

3.      No overlap shown by the standard deviations;

4.      Ranges around mean stated;

88.6-92.8 and 111.0-111.2 (1 × SD) or 86.5-94.9 and 110.9-111.3
(2 × SD)

2 max

(d)     In shade leaves:

1.      Greater amount of enzyme / enzyme activity (for production of chlorophyll b);

2.      Greater gene expression / transcription of the gene / more mRNA produced /
gene switched on;

3.      Greater translation;

4.      Enzyme / substrate is light sensitive – faster rate of reaction with lower light;
2 max

[8]

(a)     1.      (Some of the) light that passes through is absorbed
         by chlorophyll b;

2.      This is light of around 500 and / or around 640;

Accept any value or range between 460 and 540 and /
or 600 and 670

2

10

(b)     (i)      Supports hypothesis 2 (no mark)

1.      Greater carotenoid found in sun leaves than shade leaves of beech tree;

2.      Sun leaves exposed to much brighter light than shade leaves;

OR

It supports hypothesis 2 because it does not support hypothesis 1 (no mark)

3.      Although carotenoids absorb wavelengths of light that pass through
leaves;

4.      There are not more carotenoids in shade leaves;
2
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(ii)     1.      Mass of pigments / carotenoids in sun and shade leaves of other trees;

2.      Position of carotenoids in leaf cells;

3.      Effect of bright light on (isolated) chlorophyll;

4.      Whether without carotenoids chlorophyll is damaged (supporting
hypothesis 2) / photosynthesis is reduced (supporting hypothesis 1);

1 max
[5]

(a)     (i)      Nitrification / oxidation;

Accept ‘nitrifying’
1

11

(ii)     Denitrification;

Accept ‘denitrifying’
1

(b)     1.      (Nitrogen) to ammonia / NH3 / ammonium;

1. Do not disqualify mark for any references to ammonia being
converted to nitrite, nitrate etc

2.      Produce protein / amino acids / named protein / DNA / RNA;

2. Do not disqualify mark for any references to protein being formed
from nitrogen, nitrite or nitrate

2

(c)     1.      Soil has low(er) water potential / plant / roots have higher water potential;

1. Reference to water potential gradient is sufficient if correct
direction of gradient or water movement is outlined

1. Accept WP or Ψ for water potential

2.      Osmosis from plant / diffusion of water from plant;

2. Accept plant takes up less / not enough water by osmosis

2. Reference to movement of minerals by osmosis negates mark
2

[6]
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